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To provide a uniform representation for Architecture descriptions, the ArchiMate Enterprise Architecture modelling language has been
developed. It offers an integrated architectural approach that describes and visualizes the different architecture domains and their underlying
relations and dependencies. This specification contains the formal definition of ArchiMate® as a visual design language with adequate
concepts for specifying inter-related architectures, and specific viewpoints for selected stakeholders. This is complemented by some
considerations regarding language extension mechanisms, analysis, and methodological support.Key FeaturesArchimate is simple but
comprehensive enough to provide a good structuring mechanism for architecture domains, layers, and aspects Archimate incorporates
modern ideas of the Service Orientation? paradigm Although it intentionally resembles the Unified Modelling Language (UML), the ArchiMate
modelling notation is intuitive and much lighter than currently proposed by UML 2.0 The two enterprise architecture standards of The Open
Group TOGAF and ArchiMate complement each other and can be used well in combination Tool support for the ArchiMate language is
already commercially available
?Information Systems (IS) as a discipline draws on diverse areas including, technology, organisational theory, management and social
science. The field is recognized as very broad and encompassing many themes and areas. However, the development of artefacts, or
information systems development (ISD), in the broadest sense, is a central concern of the discipline. Significantly, ISD impacts on the
organisational and societal contexts through the use of the artefacts constructed by the development. Today, that impact also needs to be
evaluated in terms of its effects on the environment. Sustainable, or "green," IT is a catch-all term used to describe the development,
manufacture, management, use and disposal of ICT in a way that minimizes damage to the environment. As a result, the term has many
different meanings, depending on the role assumed in the life span of the ICT artefact. The theme of the proposed work is to critically
examine the whole range of issues around ISD from the perspective of sustainability. Sustainable IT is an emerging theme in academic
research and industry practice in response to an individual concern for the environment and the embryonic regulatory environments being
enacted globally to address the environmental impact of ICT. In this work we intend to bring together in one volume the diverse research
around the development of sustainable IS.
This material cannot be ordered without an exam or usage of a trainer. This Courseware package can only be ordered by Partners. The
Courseware consist out of ArchiMate® 3 Foundation and Practitioner (Level 1 & 2) (ISBN978 94 018 0217 8) This courseware is based on
ArchiMate 3.0. The ArchiMate Specification is a modeling language that enables Enterprise Architects to describe, analyze and visualize
relationships among architecture domains using easy to understand visuals representations. It provides a common language for describing
how various parts of the enterprise are constructed and how they operate, including business processes, organizational structures,
information flows, IT systems, and technical and physical infrastructures. In a time when many enterprises are undergoing rapid change,
ArchiMate models help stakeholders design, assess and communicate those changes within and between architecture domains, as well as
examine the potential consequences and impact of decisions throughout an organization. A training in ArchiMate will give you knowledge
about theoretical and practical aspects of ArchiMate and is useful if you wish to be able to apply this modelling language in practice. The
purchase of the exam related to this ArchiMate® courseware is mandatory when purchasing this ArchiMate® courseware. Exam information:
When registered for a ArchiMate® course, the exam/certification voucher will be included in the training fee. This only applies to courses
offered by Van Haren Publishing or its affiliates.
ArchiMate®, an Open Group Standard, is an open and independent modelling language for Enterprise Architecture that is supported by
different tool vendors and consulting firms. ArchiMate provides instruments to enable enterprise architects to describe, analyze, and visualize
the relationships among business domains in an unambiguous way. This book provides the official specification of ArchiMate 2.1 from The
Open Group. ArchiMate 2.1 is a maintenance update to ArchiMate 2.0, addressing comments raised since the introduction of ArchiMate 2.0
in 2012.The ArchiMate 2.1 Standard supports modelling throughout the TOGAF® Architecture Development Method (ADM).The intended
audience is threefold: Enterprise Architecture practitioners, such as architects (e.g. application, information, process, infrastructure, and,
obviously, enterprise architects), senior and operational management, project leaders, and anyone committed to work within the reference
framework defined by the Enterprise Architecture. Those who intend to implement ArchiMate in a software tool; they will find a complete and
detailed description of the language in this book. The academic community, on which we rely for amending and improving the language,
based on state-of-the-art research results in the enterprise architecture field.
Third edition of the much praised introduction and in-depth book that teaches the leading enterprise architecture modeling language
ArchiMate 3. Includes explanations for many subjects that are modeled, such as SOA/API, ESB, Bitcoin/blockchain, Infrastructure as Code,
etc. Also contains a BPMN primer. With 380 diagrams.
Modeling Enterprise Architecture with TOGAF explains everything you need to know to effectively model enterprise architecture with The
Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF), the leading EA standard. This solution-focused reference presents key techniques and
illustrative examples to help you model enterprise architecture. This book describes the TOGAF standard and its structure, from the
architecture transformation method to governance, and presents enterprise architecture modeling practices with plenty of examples of
TOGAF deliverables in the context of a case study. Although widespread and growing quickly, enterprise architecture is delicate to manage
across all its dimensions. Focusing on the architecture transformation method, TOGAF provides a wide framework, which covers the
repository, governance, and a set of recognized best practices. The examples featured in this book were realized using the open source
Modelio tool, which includes extensions for TOGAF. Includes intuitive summaries of the complex TOGAF standard to let you effectively model
enterprise architecture Uses practical examples to illustrate ways to adapt TOGAF to the needs of your enterprise Provides model examples
with Modelio, a free modeling tool, letting you exercise TOGAF modeling immediately using a dedicated tool Combines existing modeling
standards with TOGAF
Van Haren Publishing is the world’s leading publisher in best practice, methods and standards within IT Management, Project Management,
Enterprise Architecture and Business Management. We are the offi cial publisher for some of the world’s leading organizations and their
frameworks including: The Open Group [TOGAF], IPMA-NL, ITSqc [eSCM Models], GamingWorks [ABC of ICT], ASL BiSL Foundation,
IAOP®, IACCM, CRP Henri Tudor and PMI NL. This catalog will provide you with an overview of our most popular and upcoming titles, but
also gives you a quality summary on internationally relevant frameworks. Van Haren Publishing is an independent, worldwide recognized
publisher, well known for our extensive professional network (authors, reviewers and accreditation bodies of standards), fl exibility and years
of experience. We make content available in hard copy and digital formats, designed to suit your personal preference (iPad, Kindle and
online), available through over 50 distribution partners (Amazon, Google Play, Barnes & Noble, Managementboek and Bol.com, etc.) and
over 700 outlets worldwide. Free whitepapers are available in our eKnowledge, with a licence for our eLibrary you can download all our
eBooks within your area of expertise and in our eShop you can place your order in your favorite media format: hard copy or eBook.
Enterprises, from small to large, evolve continuously. As a result, their structures are transformed and extended continuously. Without some
means of control, such changes are bound to lead to an overly complex, uncoordinated and heterogeneous environment that is hard to
manage and hard to adapt to future changes. Enterprise architecture principles provide a means to direct transformations of enterprises. As a
consequence, architecture principles should be seen as the cornerstones of any architecture. In this book, Greefhorst and Proper focus on
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the role of architecture principles. They provide both a theoretical and a practical perspective on architecture principles. The theoretical
perspective involves a brief survey of the general concept of principle as well as an analysis of different flavors of principles. Architecture
principles are regarded as a specific class of normative principles that direct the design of an enterprise, from the definition of its business to
its supporting IT. The practical perspective on architecture principles is concerned with an approach to the formulation of architecture
principles, as well as their actual use in organizations. To illustrate their use in practice, several real-life cases are discussed, an application
of architecture principles in TOGAF is included, and a catalogue of example architecture principles is provided. With this broad coverage, the
authors target students and researchers specializing in enterprise architecture or business information systems, as well as practitioners who
want to understand the foundations underlying their practical daily work.
This is the official Open Group Pocket Guide for TOGAF Version 9 Enterprise Edition. This pocket guide is published by Van Haren
Publishing on behalf of The Open Group. TOGAF, The Open Group Architectural Framework is a fast growing, worldwide accepted standard
that can help organisations build their own Enterprise Architecture in a standardised way. This book explains why the in’s and out’s of
TOGAF in a concise manner. This book explains how TOGAF can help to make an Enterprise Architecture. Enterprise Architecture is an
approach that can help management to understand this growing complexity.
Why is this book necessary? For one thing, no other such book exists. There is no source - anywhere, in any form or format - that provides a
comprehensive set of exams to provide practice in taking the TOGAF(r) 9.1 Level 1 Foundation Certification Examination.EA Principals, Inc.,
has developed these practice questions based on The Open Group conformance requirements for the TOGAF(r) Certification for People
program. They are not official practice questions and have not been reviewed or approved by The Open Group. Official Practice questions
are only available from The Open Group (see www.togaf.info).Good luck in soon joining the community of over 20,000 TOGAF Certified
Enterprise Architects.
The TOGAF® Standard, a standard of The Open Group, is a proven Enterprise Architecture methodology and framework used by the
world’s leading organizations to improve business efficiency. It is the most prominent and reliable Enterprise Architecture standard, ensuring
consistent standards, methods, and communication among Enterprise Architecture professionals. Those professionals fluent in the TOGAF
approach enjoy greater industry credibility, job effectiveness, and career opportunities. The TOGAF approach helps practitioners avoid being
locked into proprietary methods, utilize resources more efficiently and effectively, and realize a greater return on investment.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st International Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering, CAiSE
2019, held in Rome, Italy, in June 2019. The 41 full papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 206
submissions. The book also contains one invited talk in full paper length. The papers were organized in topical sections named: information
system engineering; requirements and modeling; data modeling and analysis; business process modeling and engineering; information
system security; and learning and mining in information systems. Abstracts on the CAiSE 2019 tutorials can be found in the back matter of
the volume.
Open Agile Architecture™, a standard of The Open Group, offers an approach to architect at scale with agility. It provides guidance and best
practices for Enterprise Architects seeking to transition into Agile and Digital contexts. Empowering an Enterprise to Succeed with its DigitalAgile Transformation Agile teams drive the enterprise’s Digital Transformation by inventing new business models, delivering superior
customer experiences, developing digital products, and architecting highly-automated operating systems. The Open Agile Architecture
Standard was designed keeping the needs of all business stakeholders in mind: Business Leaders – to drive the enterprise’s Digital and
Agile change journey Enterprise Architects – to extend their scope of influence in an Agile at scale world Product Managers – to help
transform customer experience, innovate products, and generate growth Product Owners – to accelerate their transformation from managing
feature backlogs to steering value delivery Operations Managers – to enable them to leverage Lean and automation to generate sustainable
competitive advantages Software Engineers – to leverage the power of digital technologies to co-innovate with the business The more Agile
the enterprise, the faster the learning cycles, and faster learning cycles translate to shorter time-to-market resulting in more agility. By
adopting an Open Agile Architecture approach, your organization can capitalize on this accelerated learning cycle, meaning your Agile and
Digital capabilities continuously and simultaneously co-create one another.
This book is positioned as a rst in a series of books on enterprise architecture needed for a Master of Enterprise Architecture program, and is
targeted both at university students and practitioners with a drive to increase their understanding of these elds. As an introductory book, this
book aims to explore the concept of enterprise architecture. At rst glance, writing such an introductory book might seem as a straight forward
task of setting up a structure and lling in “the blanks. ” However, writing this book turned out to be a pleasant journey of discovery. Based on
our past experiences, each of us had a clear understanding of enterprise architecture, based on several years of experience and insight in
the eld. However, when we started writing this book, and each of us exposed our individual understandings, it became apparent that our
understanding of the eld differed in several ways. This prompted several discussions leading to an abundance of new insights. Without
exception, thesediscussionstookplaceina pleasantandopenatmosphere,fueledbyourshared driveforunderstandingandincreasedinsight.
Wearenowevenmoreconvincedthan before, that the eld enterprise architecture is a true multi-disciplinary profession. In the resulting book, we
would like to share our insights, while also hoping to continue our discussions, now also involving you as a reader. We also realise that the
journey is still far from complete. While this introductory book provides an overview of the eld of enterprise architecture from the perspective
of our insights, many aspects need further re nement.
This is the official Pocket Guide for the TOGAF® Standard, Version 9.2, from The Open Group. It is published in hard copy and electronic
formats by Van Haren Publishing. The TOGAF Standard, a standard of The Open Group, is a proven Enterprise Architecture methodology
and framework used by the world’s leading organizations to improve business efficiency. It is the most prominent and reliable Enterprise
Architecture standard, ensuring consistent standards, methods, and communication among Enterprise Architecture professionals. Those
professionals who are fluent in the TOGAF approach enjoy greater industry credibility, job effectiveness, and career opportunities. The
TOGAF approach helps practitioners avoid being locked into proprietary methods, utilize resources more efficiently and effectively, and
realize a greater return on investment.
ArchiMate®, an Open Group Standard, is an open and independent modeling language for Enterprise Architecture that is supported by
different tool vendors and consulting firms. ArchiMate provides instruments to enable enterprise architects to describe, analyze, and visualize
the relationships among business domains in an unambiguous way. This book provides the official specification of ArchiMate 2.0 from The
Open Group. ArchiMate 2.0 is an upwards-compatible evolution from ArchiMate 1.0 adding new features, as well as addressing usage
feedback. The ArchiMate 2.0 Standard supports modeling throughout the TOGAF® Architecture Development Method (ADM). The intended
audience is threefold: Enterprise Architecture practitioners, such as architects (e.g., application, information, process, infrastructure, and,
obviously, enterprise architects), senior and operational management, project leaders, and anyone committed to work within the reference
framework defined by the Enterprise Architecture. Those who intend to implement ArchiMate in a software tool; they will find a complete and
detailed description of the language in this book. The academic community, on which we rely for amending and improving the language
based on state-of-the-art research results in the architecture field.
Ever-changing business needs have prompted large companies to rethink their enterprise IT. Today, businesses must allow interaction with
their customers, partners, and employees at more touch points and at a depth never thought previously. At the same time, rapid advances in
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information technologies, like business digitization, cloud computing, and Web 2.0, demand fundamental changes in the enterprises’
management practices. These changes have a drastic effect not only on IT and business, but also on policies, processes, and people. Many
companies therefore embark on enterprise-wide transformation initiatives. The role of Enterprise Architecture (EA) is to architect and
supervise this transformational journey. Unfortunately, today’s EA is often a ponderous and detached exercise, with most of the EA initiatives
failing to create visible impact. The enterprises need an EA that is agile and responsive to business dynamics. Collaborative Enterprise
Architecture provides the innovative solutions today’s enterprises require, informed by real-world experiences and experts’ insights. This
book, in its first part, provides a systematic compendium of the current best practices in EA, analyzes current ways of doing EA, and identifies
its constraints and shortcomings. In the second part, it leaves the beaten tracks of EA by introducing Lean, Agile, and Enterprise 2.0 concepts
to the traditional EA methods. This blended approach to EA focuses on practical aspects, with recommendations derived from real-world
experiences. A truly thought provoking and pragmatic guide to manage EA, Collaborative Enterprise Architecture effectively merges the longterm oriented top-down approach with pragmatic bottom-up thinking, and that way offers real solutions to businesses undergoing enterprisewide change. Covers the latest emerging technologies affecting business practice, including digitization, cloud computing, agile software
development, and Web 2.0 Focuses on the practical implementation of EAM rather than theory, with recommendations based on real-world
case studies Addresses changing business demands and practices, including Enterprise 2.0, open source, global sourcing, and more Takes
an innovative approach to EAM, merging standard top-down and pragmatic, bottom-up strategies, offering real solutions to businesses
undergoing enterprise-wide changes
The ArchiMate® Specification, an Open Group Standard, defines an open and independent modeling language for Enterprise Architecture
that is supported by different tool vendors and consulting firms. The ArchiMate language enables Enterprise Architects to describe, analyze,
and visualize the relationships among business domains in an unambiguous way. This book is the official specification of the ArchiMate 3.0.1
modeling language from The Open Group. ArchiMate 3.0.1 is a minor update to ArchiMate 3.0, containing the set of corrections from
ArchiMate 3.0 Technical Corrigendum No. 1 (U172). This addresses inconsistencies and errors identified since the publication of Version 3.0
in June 2016.The ArchiMate Specification supports modeling throughout the TOGAF® Architecture Development Method (ADM). New
features in Version 3 include elements for modeling the enterprise at a strategic level, such as capability, resource, and outcome. It also
includes support to model the physical world of materials and equipment. Furthermore, the consistency and structure of the language have
been improved, definitions have been aligned with other standards, and its usability has been enhanced in various other ways.The intended
audience is threefold: • Enterprise Architecture practitioners, such as architects (e.g., business, application, information, process,
infrastructure, and, obviously, enterprise architects), senior and operational management, project leaders, and anyone committed to work
within the reference framework defined by the Enterprise Architecture. • Those who intend to implement the ArchiMate language in a
software tool; they will find a complete and detailed description of the language in this book. • The academic community, on which we rely for
amending and improving the language, based on state-of-the-art research results in the Enterprise Architecture field.
Enterprise-architectuur wint steeds meer aan belang. Het is niet alleen de toenemende complexiteit in IT en de alsmaar groeiende behoefte
aan informatie, maar ook de complexere manieren van zaken doen die organisaties noopt om op samenhang te sturen. In steeds meer
organisaties zijn dan ook architecten werkzaam, niet alleen in de IT, maar ook in de business. Langzamerhand wordt het vakgebied
enterprise-architectuur volwassen. Eén van de verschijnselen is het ontstaan van aanpakken, methoden en talen om enterprise-architectuur
te classificeren, te beschrijven en te implementeren. De praktijk wijst uit dat het niet gemakkelijk is om de meest geschikte aanpak of
methode te kiezen. Aanpakken en methoden zijn niet vergelijkbaar en eerder complementair dan elkaar uitsluitend. Het lijkt alsof je appels en
peren vergelijkt. Daarnaast is iedere organisatie weer anders en hangt het van de manier en volwassenheid van het bedrijven van enterprisearchitectuur af, welke methode daar het beste bij past. Dit alles maakt het kiezen van dé enterprise-architectuurmethode voor een organisatie
tot een hachelijke aangelegenheid. Bij dit boek is separaat (gratis, via internet) verkrijgbaar: • Alle afbeeldingen in het boek, in Powerpoint
formaat. Klik op de knop Training Material bij het boek op onze website.
ArchiMate®, an Open Group Standard, is an open and independent modeling language for Enterprise Architecture that is supported by
different tool vendors and consulting firms. The ArchiMate language enables Enterprise Architects to describe, analyze, and visualize the
relationships among architecture domains in an unambiguous way.This Pocket Guide is based on the ArchiMate® 3.0.1 Specification. It gives
a concise introduction to the ArchiMate language. What’s more, it’s authoritative with material derived from the official ArchiMate
documentation.Topics covered include:• A high-level introduction to the ArchiMate Specification and its relationship to Enterprise
Architecture• The high-level structure of the ArchiMate language, including an introduction to layering, and the ArchiMate Framework• The
Generic Metamodel for the language• The relationships that the ArchiMate language includes to model the links between elements• The
Motivation Elements, which includes concepts such as goal, principle, and requirement• The Strategy Elements, which includes concepts
such as resource, capability, and course of action• The Business Layer, which includes the modeling concepts relevant in the business
domain• The Application Layer, which includes modeling concepts relevant for software applications• The Technology Layer, which includes
modeling concepts relevant for system software applications and infrastructure• The Physical Elements, which include concepts relevant for
the modeling of physical concepts like machines and physical installations• The relationships between different layers of the language• The
Implementation and Migration Elements, which include concepts to support modeling Enterprise Architecture-enabled transformation• A
summary of the major changes from ArchiMate 2.1 to ArchiMate 3• A Glossary of terms
ArchiMate(R), an Open Group Standard, is an open and independent modeling language for Enterprise Architecture that is supported by
different tool vendors and consulting firms. The ArchiMate language enables Enterprise Architects to describe, analyze, and visualize the
relationships among architecture domains in an unambiguous way. This Pocket Guide is based on the ArchiMate(R) 3.1 Specification. It gives
a concise introduction to the ArchiMate language. What's more, it's authoritative with material derived from the official ArchiMate
documentation. Topics covered include: ?A high-level introduction to the ArchiMate Specification and its relationship to Enterprise
Architecture ?The high-level structure of the ArchiMate language, including an introduction to layering, and the ArchiMate Framework ?The
Generic Metamodel for the language ?The relationships that the ArchiMate language includes to model the links between elements ?The
Motivation Elements, which includes concepts such as goal, principle, and requirement ?The Strategy Elements, which includes concepts
such as resource, capability, and course of action ?The Business Layer, which includes the modeling concepts relevant in the business
domain ?The Application Layer, which includes modeling concepts relevant for software applications ?The Technology Layer, which includes
modeling concepts relevant for system software applications and infrastructure ?The Physical Elements, which include concepts relevant for
the modeling of physical concepts like machines and physical installations ?The relationships between different layers of the language ?The
Implementation and Migration Elements, which include concepts to support modeling Enterprise Architecture-enabled transformation ?A
summary of the changes from ArchiMate 2.1 to ArchiMate 3.1 A Glossary of terms
An enterprise architecture tries to describe and control an organisation’s structure, processes, applications, systems and techniques in an
integrated way. The unambiguous specification and description of components and their relationships in such an architecture requires a
coherent architecture modelling language. Lankhorst and his co?authors present such an enterprise modelling language that captures the
complexity of architectural domains and their relations and allows the construction of integrated enterprise architecture models. They provide
architects with concrete instruments that improve their architectural practice. As this is not enough, they additionally present techniques and
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heuristics for communicating with all relevant stakeholders about these architectures. Since an architecture model is useful not only for
providing insight into the current or future situation but can also be used to evaluate the transition from ‘as?is’ to ‘to?be’, the authors also
describe analysis methods for assessing both the qualitative impact of changes to an architecture and the quantitative aspects of
architectures, such as performance and cost issues. The modelling language presented has been proven in practice in many real?life case
studies and has been adopted by The Open Group as an international standard. So this book is an ideal companion for enterprise IT or
business architects in industry as well as for computer or management science students studying the field of enterprise architecture.
Mastering ArchiMate is a book about the ArchiMate(r) Enterprise Architecture Modeling Language, which is an open standard and a
Registered Trade Mark of The Open Group. This book gives an introduction to the language and then goes on to show you many different
patterns for its use. From Business to Infrastructure, from Risk & Security to Application Exploitation and Maintenance. The first edition was
published in 2012 and quickly became widely used. The Open Group even pub- lished a white paper "ArchiMate, Understanding the Basics"
that was almost literally taken from the ArchiMate Basics chapter of the first edition of this book. This second edition has twice the diagrams
in a book roughly one and a half times the pages of the first edition. There are several new subjects, like linking ArchiMate to BPMN. It has
been updated to ArchiMate 2.1. Gerben Wierda (1961) is Lead Architect of APG Asset Management, one of the largest Fiduciary Managers
in the world. He has overseen the construction of one of the largest single ArchiMate models in the world to date. He holds an M.Sc. in
Physics from the University of Groningen and an MBA from RSM Erasmus, Rotterdam.
A quick start guide to learning essential software architecture tools, frameworks, design patterns, and best practices Key Features Apply
critical thinking to your software development and architecture practices and bring structure to your approach using well-known IT standards
Understand the impact of cloud-native approaches on software architecture Integrate the latest technology trends into your architectural
designs Book Description Are you a seasoned developer who likes to add value to a project beyond just writing code? Have you realized that
good development practices are not enough to make a project successful, and you now want to embrace the bigger picture in the IT
landscape? If so, you're ready to become a software architect; someone who can deal with any IT stakeholder as well as add value to the
numerous dimensions of software development. The sheer volume of content on software architecture can be overwhelming, however.
Software Architecture for Busy Developers is here to help. Written by Stephane Eyskens, author of The Azure Cloud Native Mapbook, this
book guides you through your software architecture journey in a pragmatic way using real-world scenarios. By drawing on over 20 years of
consulting experience, Stephane will help you understand the role of a software architect, without the fluff or unnecessarily complex theory.
You'll begin by understanding what non-functional requirements mean and how they concretely impact target architecture. The book then
covers different frameworks used across the entire enterprise landscape with the help of use cases and examples. Finally, you'll discover
ways in which the cloud is becoming a game changer in the world of software architecture. By the end of this book, you'll have gained a
holistic understanding of the architectural landscape, as well as more specific software architecture skills. You'll also be ready to pursue your
software architecture journey on your own - and in just one weekend! What you will learn Understand the roles and responsibilities of a
software architect Explore enterprise architecture tools and frameworks such as The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) and
ArchiMate Get to grips with key design patterns used in software development Explore the widely adopted Architecture Tradeoff Analysis
Method (ATAM) Discover the benefits and drawbacks of monoliths, service-oriented architecture (SOA), and microservices Stay on top of
trending architectures such as API-driven, serverless, and cloud native Who this book is for This book is for developers who want to move up
the organizational ladder and become software architects by understanding the broader application landscape and discovering how large
enterprises deal with software architecture practices. Prior knowledge of software development is required to get the most out of this book.

This volume presents a series of carefully selected papers on the theme of Intelligent Interactive Multimedia Systems and
Services (IIMSS-18), but also including contributions on Innovation in Medicine and Healthcare (InMed-18) and Smart
Transportation Systems (STS-18). The papers were presented at the Smart Digital Futures 2018 multi-theme conference,
which grouped the AMSTA, IDT, InMed, SEEL, STS and IIMSS conferences in one venue in Gold Coast, Australia in
June 2018. IIMSS-18 included sessions on 'Cognitive Systems and Big Data Analytics', 'Data Processing and Secure
Systems', 'Innovative Information Services for Advanced Knowledge Activity', 'Autonomous System' and ' Image
Processing'. InMed-18 papers cover major areas of 'Digital Architecture for Internet of Things, Big data, Cloud and Mobile
IT in Healthcare' and 'Advanced ICT for Medical and Healthcare'. STS-18 papers provide a comprehensive overview of
various aspects of current research into intelligent transportation technology.
This title is the Study Guide for the TOGAF® Business Architecture Part 1 Examination. It gives an overview of every
learning objective for the TOGAF Business Architecture Syllabus and in-depth coverage on preparing and taking the
TOGAF Business Architecture Part 1 Examination. It is specifically designed to help individuals prepare for certification.
This Study Guide is excellent material for: • Individuals who require knowledge and understanding of TOGAF Business
Architecture techniques; • Professionals who are working in roles associated with an architecture project such as those
responsible for planning, execution, development, delivery, and operation; • Architects who are looking to achieve the
TOGAF Business Architecture Level 1 credential; • Architects who want to specialize in development of a Business
Architecture based on the TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2; It covers the following topics: • Business Modeling • Business
Capabilities • Value Streams • Information Mapping • TOGAF Business Scenarios and how to apply them in
development of a Business Architecture based on the TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2. A prior knowledge of Enterprise
Architecture is advantageous but not required. While reading this Study Guide, the reader should also refer to the
TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2 documentation (manual), available as hard copy and eBook, from www.vanharen.net and
online booksellers, and also available online at www.opengroup.org.
This effective study guide offers comprehensive coverage of topics comprising the enterprise architecture body of
knowledge. The book provides detailed coverage and lays out actionable methodologies and best practices to create and
maintain successful EA models, artifacts and building blocks. It helps prepare readers to take any of the various EA
certification exams and academic courses in enterprise architecture. This highly effective self-study guide offers
comprehensive coverage of all topics in the enterprise architecture body of knowledge. Written by a team of experienced
academics, practitioners, and professionals, the book takes a holistic look at the practice of enterprise architecture. You
will get actionable methodologies and best practices and learn how to develop, deploy, and maintain successful
enterprise architecture models, artifacts, and building blocks. Designed to help you prepare for certification, the Certified
Enterprise Architect All-in-One Exam Guide also serves as an essential on-the-job reference. Coverage
includes:•Enterprise architecture foundation concepts•Planning the enterprise architecture•Enterprise architecture
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development, governance, and maintenance•Defense frameworks•Viewpoints and views•The Zachman
Framework•The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF)•The Common Approach to Federal Enterprise
Architecture•FEAF2•Comparison of frameworks•Case Study integrated throughout the text•And much more
Mastering ArchiMate Edition 3.1 is the fourth edition of a much praised book about the ArchiMate(R) Enterprise
Architecture Modeling Language, which is a standard and a Registered Trade Mark of The Open Group. The book gives
an introduction to the language, then goes on to show you key aspects of successful modeling, and many different
patterns for its use. From Business to Infrastructure, from Risk & Security to Application Exploitation and Maintenance.
While the aim of the book is to teach the language, it often also offers necessary background, so that the patterns can
make sense to the reader not familiar with a subject. Thus, it also contains introductions to subjects such as virtualization,
bitcoin/blockchain, infrastructure as code, processes versus functions, SOA/API, ESB, Terminal Services, etc. It also
contains a short introduction to BPMN(TM) in order to describe a linking of both major languages. Forewords by Marc
Lankhorst and Jean-Baptiste Sarrodie. Gerben Wierda (1961) is author of Chess and the Art of Enterprise Architecture,
and is Lead Architect at APG, one of the largest Fiduciary Managers in the world. Before, he was Lead Architect of the
Judiciary of The Netherlands, and Lead Architect of APG Asset Management. He has overseen the construction of one of
the largest single ArchiMate models in the world to date. He holds an M.Sc. in Physics from the University of Groningen
and an MBA from RSM Erasmus, Rotterdam.
Corporations accumulate a lot of valuable data and knowledge over time, but storing and maintaining this data can be a
logistic and financial headache for business leaders and IT specialists. Uncovering Essential Software Artifacts through
Business Process Archaeology introduces an emerging method of software modernization used to effectively manage
legacy systems and company operations supported by such systems. This book presents methods, techniques, and new
trends on business process archeology as well as some industrial success stories. Business experts, professionals, and
researchers working in the field of information and knowledge management will use this reference source to efficiently
and effectively implement and utilize business knowledge.
The TOGAF 9 certification program is a knowledge-based certification program. It has two levels, leading to certification
for TOGAF 9 Foundation and TOGAF 9 Certified, respectively. The purpose of certification to TOGAF 9 Certified is to
provide validation that, in addition to the knowledge and comprehension of TOGAF 9 Foundation level, the Candidate is
able to analyze and apply this knowledge. The learning objectives at this level therefore focus on application and analysis
in addition to knowledge and comprehension. This Study Guide supports students in preparation for the TOGAF 9 Part 2
Examination, leading to TOGAF 9 Certified. This third edition contains minor updates to remove references to the
TOGAF 8-9 Advanced Bridge Examination1 and also adds four bonus practice examination questions to Appendix B. It
gives an overview of every learning objective for the TOGAF 9 Certified Syllabus beyond the Foundation level.
ArchiMate® 3.0.1 SpecificationVan Haren
This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 7th IFIP WG 8.1 Conference on the Practice of Enterprise Modeling held
in November 2014 in Manchester, UK. The focus of the PoEM conference series is on advances in the practice of
enterprise modeling through a forum for sharing knowledge and experiences between the academic community and
practitioners from industry and the public sector. The 16 full and four short papers accepted were carefully reviewed and
selected from 39 submissions. They reflect different topics of enterprise modeling including business process modeling,
enterprise architecture, investigation of enterprise modeling methods, requirements engineering, and specific aspects of
enterprise modeling.
This book captures and communicates the wealth of architecture experience Capgemini has gathered as a member of
The Open Group – a vendor- and technology-neutral consortium formed by major industry players – in developing,
deploying, and using its “Integrated Architecture Framework” (IAF) since its origination in 1993. Today, many elements
of IAF have been incorporated into the new version 9 of TOGAF, the related Open Group standard. The authors, all
working on and with IAF for many years, here provide a full reference to IAF and a guide on how to apply it. In addition,
they describe in detail the relations between IAF and the architecture standards TOGAF and Archimate and other
development or process frameworks like ITIL, CMMI, and RUP. Their presentation is targeted at architects, project
managers, and process analysts who have either considered or are already working with IAF – they will find many
roadmaps, case studies, checklists, and tips and advice for their daily work.
Software services are established as a programming concept, but their impact on the overall architecture of enterprise IT
and business operations is not well-understood. This has led to problems in deploying SOA, and some disillusionment.
The SOA Source Book adds to this a collection of reference material for SOA. It is an invaluable resource for enterprise
architects working with SOA.The SOA Source Book will help enterprise architects to use SOA effectively. It explains:
What SOA is How to evaluate SOA features in business terms How to model SOA How to use The Open Group
Architecture Framework (TOGAF™) for SOA SOA governance This book explains how TOGAF can help to make an
Enterprise Architecture. Enterprise Architecture is an approach that can help management to understand this growing
complexity.
For trainers free additional material of this book is available. This can be found under the "Training Material" tab. Log in
with your trainer account to access the material.Voor trainers is er gratis extra materiaal bij dit boek beschikbaar. Dit is te
vinden onder het tabblad Training Material . Log in met uw trainersaccount om het materiaal te raadplegen. Enterprisearchitectuur wint steeds meer aan belang. Het is niet alleen de toenemende complexiteit in IT en de alsmaar groeiende
behoefte aan informatie, maar ook de complexere manieren van zaken doen die organisaties noopt om op samenhang te
sturen. In steeds meer organisaties zijn dan ook architecten werkzaam, niet alleen in de IT, maar ook in de business.
Langzamerhand wordt het vakgebied enterprise-architectuur volwassen. Eén van de verschijnselen is het ontstaan van
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aanpakken, methoden en talen om enterprise-architectuur te classificeren, te beschrijven en te implementeren. De
praktijk wijst uit dat het niet gemakkelijk is om de meest geschikte aanpak of methode te kiezen. Aanpakken en
methoden zijn niet vergelijkbaar en eerder complementair dan elkaar uitsluitend. Het lijkt alsof je appels en peren
vergelijkt. Daarnaast is iedere organisatie weer anders en hangt het van de manier en volwassenheid van het bedrijven
van enterprise-architectuur af, welke methode daar het beste bij past. Dit alles maakt het kiezen van dé enterprisearchitectuurmethode voor een organisatie tot een hachelijke aangelegenheid.
A critical part of any company's successful strategic planning is the creation of an Enterprise Business Architecture (EBA)
with its formal linkages. Strategic research and analysis firms have recognized the importance of an integrated enterprise
architecture and they have frequently reported on its increasing value to successful companies. Enterpr
The TOGAF 9 certification program is a knowledge-based certification program. It has two levels, leading to certification
for TOGAF 9 Foundation and TOGAF 9 Certified, respectively. The purpose of certification to TOGAF 9 Certified is to
provide validation that, in addition to the knowledge and comprehension of TOGAF 9 Foundation level, the Candidate is
able to analyze and apply this knowledge. The learning objectives at this level therefore focus on application and analysis
in addition to knowledge and comprehension. This Study Guide supports students in preparation for the TOGAF 9 Part 2
Examination, leading to TOGAF 9 Certified.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International Workshop on Enterprise and Organizational
Modeling and Simulation, EOMAS 2019, held in Rome, Italy, in June 2019. The main focus of EOMAS is on the role,
importance, and application of modeling and simulation within the extended organizational and enterprise context. The 12
full papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 25 submissions. They were organized in
topical sections on conceptual modeling, enterprise engineering, and formal methods.
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